AGENDA
TUESDAY, October 26
8:00 - 8:30

Continental Breakfast

8:30 - 9:00

Welcome/Conference Overview
Michael Norman, UCSD/SDSC

9:00 – 9:40

Engineering
Parviz Moin, Stanford University

9:40 – 10:20

Physics
Homa Karimabadi, UCSD

10:20 – 10:40

Break

10:40 – 11:20

Earth Sciences
Tom Jordan, USC

11:20 – 12:00

Earth Sciences
John Dennis, UCAR

12:00 - 1:00

Lunch

1:00 - 1:40

Astronomy
Dovi Poznanski, LBL

1:40 – 2:00
2:00 – 2:20
2:20 - 2:30
2:30 - 2:50
2:50 - 3:10
3:10 - 3:30

Contributed Talk
John Feo, Pacific Northwest National Lab
Contributed Talk
Nicholas Wright, NERSC/LBNL
Bio-break
Contributed Talk
Eric Arobone, UCSD
Contributed Talk
Ankur Somani, LMSAL
Break

3:30 - 5:00

Panel 1 - Chaitan Baru, UCSD/SDSC (Chair)
Shared Data Challenges in Earth Sciences, Astronomy, and related Engineering
and Mathematics

5:00 - 7:00

Reception: Home Plate
(Exit SDSC to west, using 1st or 2nd floor exits; turn right on wide N-S walkway
to west of SDSC; 'Home Plate' is in second bldg on right. Reception on 2nd floor
See map on last page)

WEDNESDAY, October 27
8:00 - 8:40

Continental Breakfast

8:40 - 9:20

Humanities, Arts, Social Sciences
Peter Bajcsy, NCSA

9:20 - 10:00

Arts
Lev Manovich, UCSD

10:00 – 10:20
10:20 – 10:40

Contributed Talk
Thomas Levy, UCSD/CISA3-Calit2
Break

10:40 – 11:20

Medicine
Nuno Bandeira, UCSD

11:20 – 12:00

Medicine
Aziz Boxwala, UCSD

12:00 - 1:00

Lunch

1:00 - 1:40

Economics
James Hamilton, UCSD

1:40 - 2:20

Economics
David Leinweber, LBL

2:20 - 2:30
2:30 – 3:10
3:10 - 3:30

3:30 - 5:00

Bio-break
Astronomy
Alex Szalay, JHU
Break
Panel 2 - Mark Ellisman, UCSD (Chair)
Shared Data Challenges in Biological and Medical Sciences

8:00 - 8:20

THURSDAY, October 28
Continental Breakfast

8:20 - 9:00

Tools and Technologies
Larry Smarr, UCSD

9:00 – 9:40

Biology
Rick Stevens, ANL

9:50 – 10:30

Biology
Trey Ideker, UCSD

10:20 – 10:40

Break

10:40 – 11:20

Math/Computer Science
John Gilbert, UCSB

11:20 – 12:00

Math/ Computer Science
Michael Mahoney, Stanford

12:00 - 1:00

Lunch

1:00 - 1:40

Neuroscience
Mark Ellisman, UCSD

1:40 - 2:20

Neuroscience
David Van Essen, Washington University

2:20 - 2:30

Bio-break

2:30 - 2:50

Contributed Talk
Nick Nystrom, Pittsburgh Supercomputing

2:50 - 3:10

Tools and Technologies
Allan Snavely, UCSD/SDSC

3:10 - 3:30

Break

3:30 - 5:00

Panel 3 - Allan Snavely, UCSD/SDSC (Chair)
Dash Early Experiences

CHAIR
Michael L. Norman
SDSC Director
Director, UCSD Laboratory for Computational Astrophysics
UCSD Distinguished Professor of Physics
University of California, San Diego, SDSC
Michael L. Norman, named SDSC interim director in June 2009 and appointed
to the position of director in September 2010, is a distinguished professor of
physics at UC San Diego and a globally recognized astrophysicist. Dr. Norman is
a pioneer in using advanced computational methods to explore the universe and its beginnings. In this
capacity, he has directed the Laboratory for Computational Astrophysics -- a collaborative effort
between UC San Diego and SDSC resulting in the Computational Astrophysics Data Center (CADAC), a
free service for the astrophysics community that hosts a public data collection of large astrophysical
simulations and provides data-analysis resources worldwide.
Following his appointment as SDSC's chief scientific officer in June 2008, Dr. Norman worked to foster
collaborations across the UC San Diego campus for cyberinfrastructure-oriented research, development
and education. He also serves as division director of SDSC's Cyberinfrastructure Research, Education and
Development (CI-RED).
Dr. Norman's work has earned him numerous honors, including Germany's prestigious Alexander von
Humboldt Research Prize, the IEEE Sidney Fernbach Award, and several HPCC Challenge Awards. He also
is a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and the American Physical Society. He holds
an M.S. and Ph.D. in engineering and applied sciences from UC Davis, and in 1984 completed his postdoctoral work at the Max Planck Institute for Astrophysics in Garching, Germany. From 1986 to 2000, Dr.
Norman held numerous positions at the University of Illinois in Urbana, as an NCSA associate director
and senior research scientist under Larry Smarr, currently UC San Diego's director of the California
Institute for Telecommunications and Information Technology (Calit2); and as a professor of astronomy.
From 1984 to 1986, he was a staff member at Los Alamos National Laboratory.
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SPEAKERS
(listed alphabetically)
Peter Bajcsy
Research Scientist
Adjunct Professor
National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA)
Institute for Computing in Humanities, Arts, and Social Science (I-CHASS)
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC)
Needs and Opportunities in Humanities
This presentation will present the needs and opportunities for data-driven discoveries in humanities,
arts and social sciences. With the improving capabilities to image and document historical artifacts,
digital data grow in size exponentially and pose formidable challenges for digital humanities. The needs
arise to create services for going from imaging to data to information and to knowledge in order to
reconstruct our virtual past. We will outline opportunities for collaborations of computer scientists and
information technology specialist with humanists, artists and social scientists to enable data-driven
discoveries. The opportunities will be demonstrated by prototype services supporting file migrations and
content-based file comparisons, archival appraisals, pre-processing of large size image scan collections,
image mining to determine authorship of historical artifacts, and information delivery and access via
multi-dimensional cross-linked representations suitable for learning and visual inspection based
discoveries.
Presentation Materials
http://www.sdsc.edu/Events/gcdid2010/docs/gcdid_presentations/bajcsy.pdf
Peter Bajcsy has earned his Ph.D. degree from the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department,
UUIC, IL, 1997, and M.S. degree from the Electrical Engineering Department, UPENN, Philadelphia, PA,
1994. He is currently with NCSA at UIUC, working on problems related to (1) theoretical modeling and
experimental understanding of multi-instrument measurement systems generating multi-dimensional
multi-variate data, (2) automation of common image pre-processing and analysis tasks in geo-spatial
and medical domains, and (3) development of archival preservation frameworks and novel cyberenvironments.

Nuno Bandeira
Assistant Professor
Executive Director of the NIH/NCRR Biomedical Technology Research Center for
Computational Mass Spectrometry
University of California, San Diego
Next Generation Proteomics: the Computational Engine of Mass Spectrometry
Discovery
The ongoing quest for understanding the cellular role of proteins is riddled with Bioinformatics
computational puzzles whose solutions could dramatically affect health care, bioenergy and
biotechnology in general. The main generator of these protein puzzles is mass spectrometry – a

technology whose development merited a Nobel Prize in Chemistry (2002) and continues to expand and
improve at an impressive rate. In mass spectrometry, proteins are represented by ‘spectrum
fingerprints’ whose identification is key to understanding cellular proteomics states – a task typically
addressed by database search techniques. This talk will focus on a novel computational framework for
the analysis of tandem mass spectrometry data (Spectral Networks) and discuss the underlying
algorithmic and machine learning approaches enabling proteomics characterization of therapeutic
antibodies and analysis of symbiotic and environmental metaproteomics samples.
Nuno Bandeira is an assistant professor at the UCSD Skaggs School of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical
Sciences, Dept. of Computer Science and Engineering and also serves as the Executive Director of the
NIH/NCRR Biomedical Technology Research Center for Computational Mass Spectrometry. Dr. Bandeira
received his B.Sc. in Computer Science from Universidade Nova de Lisboa (Portugal, 1997), M.Sc. in
Applied Artificial Intelligence also from Universidade Nova de Lisboa (Portugal, 2001) and Ph.D. in
Computer Science from UCSD (2007). The Bandeira lab aims to develop novel mass spectrometry
algorithms for the discovery and characterization of novel biomarker proteins, post-translational
modifications and protein-protein interactions, with the ultimate goal of substantially improving the
capabilities of proteomics discovery pipelines towards the development of novel drug therapeutics.

Aziz Boxwala
Associate Professor
University of California, San Diego
Enabling Data Sharing in Biomedical Research
Sharing biomedical research data, while extremely desirable, has many challenges.
These challenges include preservation of privacy of the subjects, a sense of proprietorship by the
scientists, and in the case of healthcare data, competitive and business concerns. The iDASH project,
recently funded by the NIH as a National Center for Biomedical Computing, aims to promote the
sharing of biomedical research data. The center is creating tools and algorithms for maintaining
privacy of human subjects, tools for implementing policy-driven models for sharing data, and
creating and deploying infrastructure for data sharing. These tools and resources will be applied in
three driving biological projects that present variety in the types of data, and the models for sharing
data.
Presentation Materials
http://www.sdsc.edu/Events/gcdid2010/docs/gcdid_presentations/boxwala.pptx
Aziz Boxwala, MD, PhD, FACMI is Associate Professor in the UCSD School of Medicine's Division of
Biomedical Informatics, where he directs the Section on Clinical Informatics. He has dual training in
medicine and biomedical engineering/informatics. Dr. Boxwala is responsible for the clinical and
translational research informatics infrastructure at UCSD. He leads the team that has developed the
clinical data warehouse for research, a data collection derived from the electronic medical record
system at the UCSD Health System.

John Dennis
Research Scientist
NCAR

Challenges in analyzing a High-Resolution Climate Simulation
John M. Dennis, Matthew Woitaszek
Recent advances in the computational capabilities of the Community Earth System Model (CESM) have
enabled an order of magnitude increase in the rate at which output data is generated. A single ongoing
high-resolution climate simulation performed on the National Institute for Computational Science (NICS)
Kraken system generates as much as 1 TB of data per wall-clock day. However, the ability to analyze and
understand the output data remains serial in nature and thus creates a bottleneck to scientific discovery.
We describe ongoing efforts to re-architect the post-processing approach, including parallel data
analysis techniques and emerging data-intensive computer systems, with the goal to allow it to
successfully scale with the rate of data generation.
Presentation Materials
http://www.sdsc.edu/Events/gcdid2010/docs/gcdid_presentations/dennis.pptx
John Dennis received his PhD in Computer Science from the University of Colorado in 2005. He
is currently a scientist in the Computer & Information Systems Laboratory at the National Center for
Atmospheric Research. His interests include partitioning algorithms, application scalability, parallel I/O
and the design of scalable software.

Mark Ellisman
Professor of Neurosciences and Bioengineering
University of California, San Diego
Multiscale Imaging of the Nervous System
[abstract]
Research Interests:
Professor Ellisman is an expert in the development and application of network and information
technologies to advance the biological sciences. His research furthers investigations in the basic
molecular and cellular mechanisms of the nervous system and enables the development of advanced
technologies in microscopy and computational biology. He is a pioneer in the development of threedimensional, light and electron microscopy and the application of advanced imaging technologies and
computational resources to achieve greater understanding of cellular structure and function, particularly
applied to the nervous system.
Ellisman’s telemicroscopy research initiative was instrumental in the evolution of cyberinfrastructure,
i.e., the use of advanced networks to connect computational, data storage, visualization, and software
tools with rare research assets to address global research priorities.
He recently expanded his efforts to build community resources using emerging capabilities in
information technology to two new biology initiatives: a project in neuroscience to create an electronic
“Whole Brain Catalog;” and a community-serving cyberinfrastructure for microbial metagenomics
known as CAMERA (Cyberinfrastructure for Advanced Marine Microbial Ecology Research and Analysis).

Background:
In 2001, Ellisman launched the development of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Biomedical
Informatics Research Network (BIRN) linking major neuroimaging research centers throughout the U.S.
BIRN has been a model for multi-disciplinary, multi-investigator collaborations and data-sharing.
In 1996, he founded the Center for Research in Biological Systems (CRBS), an organized research unit at
the University of California, San Diego. CRBS facilitates an interdisciplinary infrastructure in which
people from biology, medicine, chemistry, engineering, mathematics and physics can work with those
from computer science and information technologies.
In 1992, Ellisman’s research team introduced the idea of telemicroscopy and demonstrated networkenabled, remote use and sharing of the world’s most powerful electron microscopes, including the
3MeV facility in Osaka, Japan.
In 1988, Ellisman established the NIH National Center for Microscopy and Imaging Research (NCMIR), an
internationally acclaimed technology development center and a widely used research resource that
develops new technologies and provides researchers with access to many of the most advanced imaging
technologies.
Education, Honors and Appointments:
After graduate studies in neurophysiology and behavior, Ellisman earned a Ph.D. in molecular, cellular,
and developmental biology from the University of Colorado, Boulder, studying with Keith R. Porter.
Ellisman began his tenure as a Professor of Neurosciences and Bioengineering at UCSD in 1977. Since
then he has received several UCSD teaching and lecturing awards including the Department of
Neurosciences Award for Outstanding Teaching in 1987 and 1992, and the University Lecturer in
Biomedicine in 2001. He also led for the University of California System the development of a 40university consortium, the National Partnership for Advanced Computing Infrastructure (NPACI). The
NPACI was supported by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and Ellisman served as the
interdisciplinary coordinator and led the Neuroscience activities for NPACI as well as the San Diego
Supercomputer Center (SDSC) from 1995 to 2004.
In addition to being a Founding Fellow of the American Institute of Biomedical Engineering, Ellisman has
received numerous awards including a Jacob Javits award from the NIH and the Creativity Award from
the NSF. Ellisman has been appointed scientific advisor to numerous national and international
organizations, and is frequently invited to lecture on neuroscience and bioinformatics topics.

John R. Gilbert
Professor
University of California, Santa Barbara
Challenges in Combinatorial Scientific Computing
Computation on large combinatorial structures -- graphs, strings, partial orders, etc. -has become fundamental in many areas of data analysis and scientific modeling. The
field of high-performance combinatorial computing, however, is in its infancy. By way of contrast, in
numerical supercomputing we possess standard algorithmic primitives, high-performance software
libraries, powerful rapid-prototyping tools, and a deep understanding of effective mappings of problems

to high-performance computer architectures. This talk will describe a number of challenges for the field
of combinatorial scientific computing, in algorithms, tools, architectures, and mathematics. I will draw
examples from various applications, and I will highlight our group's work on algebraic primitives for highperformance computation on large graphs and networks.
Presentation Materials
http://www.sdsc.edu/Events/gcdid2010/docs/gcdid_presentations/gilbert.ppt
John R. Gilbert received his Ph.D. in Computer Science at Stanford in 1981. From 1981 to 1988 he was
on the Computer Science faculty at Cornell. In 1988 he moved to Xerox PARC, where he performed and
directed research in parallel computing, computational geometry, languages and compilers for highperformance computing, and mathematical algorithms and software. In 1997 he founded the
Computation and Matter Area at PARC, whose projects included distributed data analysis for
collaborating sensors, meso-scale MEMS for active surfaces, and modular robotics. In 2002, Dr. Gilbert
joined the Computer Science Department and the Computational Science and Engineering program at
the University of California, Santa Barbara, where he leads research in high-performance computing,
combinatorial scientific computing, and software for discrete and numerical computation. Dr. Gilbert is a
Fellow of the Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics. He has served on the SIAM Council,
chaired the SIAM Activity Group on Supercomputing and the ACM Special Interest Group on Numerical
Mathematics, and served on the editorial boards of several journals in computational science and
applied mathematics.

James D. Hamilton
Professor of Economics
University of California, San Diego
How Advancing Technology Is Reshaping the Field of Economics
Advances in computing technology have led to profound changes in the nature of
economic inquiry. This lecture surveys some of the discoveries that have been made
and challenges confronted as data sets have moved from annual time series to daily, by-the-minute, and
ultimately tic-by-tic observations, and broad aggregates are broken into finer subcategories and
ultimately sales by individual item and consumer. We also review how simulation methods have come
into widespread use as a key tool for statistical inference, and describe the increasingly important role
that computers play in solving optimization problems and calculating economic equilibrium. The
opportunity raised, but not yet fully realized, is to bring a new spirit of realism and attention to detail to
the practice of economics.
James Hamilton received his Ph.D. in Economics from the University of California at Berkeley in 1983.
He has been a professor at the University of California, San Diego since 1992 and served as Chair of the
Economics Department from 1999 to 2002. He is a Fellow of the Econometric Society and a Research
Associate with the National Bureau of Economic Research, and has been a visiting scholar at the Federal
Reserve Board as well as the Federal Reserve Banks of Atlanta, New York, and Richmond. His book Time
Series Analysis is the leading graduate text on economic forecasting. His research interests include
business cycles, monetary policy, and oil shocks.

Trey Ideker
Division Chief of Medical Genetics
University of California, San Diego School of Medicine
Biomarkers as networks, not individual loci
Much of bioinformatics and genomics is now focused on methods to assemble
measurements into models of networks and pathways within the cell. These
pathway maps will provide essential information as doctors struggle to interpret the flood of genetic
and clinical data that can now be collected for a patient. We are working in several areas that we believe
will be critical for assembling network models and for using them in a clinical setting:
1. Mapping the genetic network underlying the response to DNA damage. Failure of cells to respond to
DNA damage is a primary step in the onset of cancer and is a key mechanism of environmental toxicity.
We will describe our ongoing efforts to apply ChIP-sequencing and synthetic-lethal screens to map how
the cell's transcriptional network is remodeled by DNA-damaging conditions.
2. Network-based biomarkers for disease diagnosis and personalized medicine. Genetic biomarkers are
typically thought of as individual genes and proteins. However, we have shown that networks can also
serve as powerful biomarkers and in many cases are more predictive than any individual gene. This
“network-based” biomarker approach has shown improved accuracy in diagnosis of breast and lung
cancer as well as NF-kB activation state.
3. Protein network comparative genomics. We are developing a library of standard approaches for
comparing protein interaction networks across species, conditions, and network types. We are working
with Dr. Sumit Chanda at the Burnham Institute to identify protein networks essential for HIV infection
and how these differ from RNA and DNA viruses.
For professional distribution of our network-based technologies, we are developers of the Cytoscape
platform, an Open-Source software environment for visualization and analysis of biological networks
and models (http://www.cytoscape.org/).
Presentation Materials
http://www.sdsc.edu/Events/gcdid2010/docs/gcdid_presentations/ideker.pptx
Trey Ideker, Ph. D. is Division Chief of Medical Genetics at the UC San Diego School of Medicine. He also
serves as Professor of Medicine and Bioengineering, Adjunct Professor of Computer Science and
Member of the Moores UCSD Cancer Center. Ideker received Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees from MIT
in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science and his Ph.D. from the University of Washington in
Molecular Biology under the supervision of Dr. Leroy Hood. He is a pioneer in using genome-scale
measurements to construct network models of cellular processes and disease. His recent research
activities include assembly of networks governing the response to DNA damage, development of
software for protein network cross-species comparisons, and network-based diagnosis of disease.
Ideker serves on the Editorial Boards for Bioinformatics and PLoS Computational Biology, Board of
Directors for US-HUPO and the Cytoscape Consortium, and is a regular consultant for companies such as
Monsanto, Genstruct, and Mendel Biotechnology. He was named one of the Top 10 Innovators of 2006
by Technology Review magazine and was the recipient of the 2009 Overton Prize from the International

Society for Computational Biology. His work has been featured in news outlets such as The Scientist, the
San Diego Union Tribune, and Forbes magazine.

Thomas Jordan
Director of the Southern California Earthquake Center
W. M. Keck Professor of Earth Sciences
USC
Forecasting Earthquake Ground Motions Using Large-Scale Numerical Simulations
Thomas H. Jordan1, Yifeng Cui, Kim Olsen, Robert Graves, Philip Maechling, Steven Day,
Geoff Ely, Scott Callaghan, Kevin Milner, and the SCEC/CME Collaboration
Large earthquakes cannot be reliably and skillfully predicted in terms of their location, time, and
magnitude. However, numerical simulations of seismic radiation from complex fault ruptures and wave
propagation through 3D crustal structures have now advanced to the point where they can usefully
predict the strong ground motions from anticipated earthquake sources. We describe a set of four
computational pathways employed by the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) to execute and
validate these simulations. The methods are illustrated using the largest earthquakes anticipated on the
southern San Andreas fault system. A dramatic example is the recent M8 dynamic-rupture simulation by
Y. Cui, K. Olsen et al. (2010) of a magnitude-8 “wall-to-wall” earthquake on southern San Andreas fault,
calculated to seismic frequencies of 2-Hz on a computational grid of 436 billion elements. M8 is the
most ambitious earthquake simulation completed to date; the run took 24 hours on 223K cores of the
NCCS Jaguar supercomputer, sustaining 220 teraflops.
High-performance simulation capabilities have been implemented by SCEC in the CyberShake hazard
model for the Los Angeles region. CyberShake computes over 400,000 earthquake simulations, managed
through a scientific workflow system, to represent the probabilistic seismic hazard at a particular site up
to seismic frequencies of 0.3 Hz. CyberShake shows substantial differences with conventional
probabilistic seismic hazard analysis based on empirical ground-motion prediction. At the probability
levels appropriate for long-term forecasting, these differences are most significant (and worrisome) in
sedimentary basins, where the population is densest and the regional seismic risk is concentrated. The
higher basin amplification obtained by CyberShake is due to the strong coupling between rupture
directivity and basin-mode excitation. The simulations show that this coupling is enhanced by the
tectonic branching structure of the San Andreas system.
Earthquake simulations are being used to improve operational earthquake forecasting, which provides
short-term earthquake probabilities using statistical models of seismic triggering and clustering;
earthquake early warning, which attempts to predict imminent shaking during an on-going event; and
post-earthquake information, such as high-resolution maps of seismic shaking intensities needed for
emergency response. These applications offer new (and urgent) computational challenges, including
requirements for robust, on-demand supercomputing and access to very large data sets.
_________
1
Southern California Earthquake Center, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089-0742;
tjordan@usc.edu.

Presentation Materials
http://www.sdsc.edu/Events/gcdid2010/docs/gcdid_presentations/jordan/jordan.pptx
http://www.sdsc.edu/Events/gcdid2010/docs/gcdid_presentations/jordan/jordan.zip
Thomas H. Jordan is Director of the Southern California Earthquake Center, a distributed organization
involving more than 60 universities and research institutions. Jordan’s research is focused on systemlevel models of earthquake processes, earthquake forecasting and forecast-evaluation, and full-3D
waveform tomography. His scientific interests include continent formation and evolution, mantle
dynamics, and statistical geology. He has authored approximately 200 scientific publications, including
two undergraduate textbooks. He is a member of the California Earthquake Prediction Evaluation
Council and serves on the Governing Board of the National Research Council and the Board of Directors
of the Seismological Society of America. Jordan received his Ph.D. from Caltech in 1972. He taught at
Princeton and the Scripps Institution of Oceanography before joining the MIT in 1984, where he served
as the head of MIT’s Department of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences from 1988 to 1998. He
moved to USC in 2000 and became SCEC Director in 2002. He has been awarded the Macelwane and
Lehmann Medals of the American Geophysical Union and the Woollard Award of the Geological Society
of America. He is a member of the National Academy of Sciences, the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, and the American Philosophical Society.

Homa Karimabadi
Founder of SciberQuest
Research Scientist
University of California, San Diego
Physics Mining: New Approach to Science Data Discovery in Peta-scale Systems
H. Karimabadi, UCSD, SciberQuest, Inc.
The amount of data collected and stored electronically is doubling every three
years. Simulations running on peta-scale computers (e.g., NSF’s Kraken with 100 K cores) generate
extremely large amount of data and contributing to this data tsunami. As an example, one of our single
runs can produce over 200 TB of data. Another telling stat is the fact that 90% of the data collected
from various spacecraft missions in heliosciences are unexplored. The recent Solar Dynamics
Observatory is producing an unprecedented quantity - over a terabyte of data a day – of image and
spectral data.
In the face of this unprecedented growth in the amount of data, our capability to manipulate, explore,
and understand large datasets is growing only slowly. In this presentation, we discuss our approach to
effective analysis of large data sets from both simulations and spacecraft data. In particular, we are
developing a first-of-its kind tool kit called SciViz. SciViz is an open source tool and brings together key
innovations in three separate fields of scientific visualization, data mining, and computer vision to offer
an integrated solution for physics mining of the most complex of data sets; multi-dimensional, multivariate data sets. The power of this technique is illustrated through several examples.
Presentation Materials
http://www.sdsc.edu/Events/gcdid2010/docs/gcdid_presentations/karimabadi/karimabadi.ppt
http://www.sdsc.edu/Events/gcdid2010/docs/gcdid_presentations/karimabadi/karimabadi.zip

Dr. Karimabadi is the founder of SciberQuest and co-founder of three other startups including Aitria
Technologies. He has a unique combination of expertise in supercomputing techniques and information
technology as well as strategic analysis and business management. As a scientist, he is recognized for
key discoveries in several fields and acted as a consultant for SAIC. He has published over 70 articles in
scientific journals on a wide range of topics including cosmology, chaos theory, space plasmas,
numerical algorithms, and solar physics. On the business side, he guided the strategicplanning and
business development for a venture funded internet start-up, including formulation/presentation of
business models. He also worked as a lead strategist for an Internet Incubator founded by a McKinsey
Partner. In addition to his role as the CEO/CTO at SciberQuest, Inc., Dr. Karimabadi is also heading the
space physics plasma simulation group at UCSD.
He received his B.S. in mathematics and astronomy from UC Berkeley and his PhD in plasma astrophysics
from the University of Maryland.
David Leinweber
Founding Directory
LBL Center for Innovative Financial Technology
Supercomputing and Financial Markets
David Leinweber and Horst Simon
Modern Financial Markets are complex interconnected information machines. Data accumulates at
hundreds of gigabytes per day for the US stock market alone.
The May 6 "Flash Crash" demonstrated that modern electronic markets are capable of unexpected, and
dangerous, behavior. Imagine the economic consequences if US stocks crashed to penny levels often, for
reasons no one understood.
Federal regulators were overwhelmed with the task of analyzing the Flash Crash. Data collection is
incomplete, and woefully inadequate, with one second resolution in a market whose participants move
in microseconds. Tools for visualizing, analyzing and simulating markets that move in microseconds
were non-existent. The report on the May 6 crash is dated September 30.
The SEC is fully aware of this, and has proposed spending $4 billion to build a real time monitoring
system, and $2 billion annually to operate it. The real-time requirement is debatable, but the need to
see what ever faster wired markets are doing is not.
Supercomputing has a great deal to offer in this regard. This talk discusses the issues, tasks, and
technologies needed to understand modern financial markets, and support regulators in their efforts to
promote free, stable, reliable and fair financial markets.
(Note: The preliminary paper, “Markets and Supercomputing” (Sept. 4) submitted for this
conference is background for this talk. It was written prior to the detailed analysis of the Flash
Crash)
Presentation Materials
http://www.sdsc.edu/Events/gcdid2010/docs/gcdid_presentations/leinweber.pdf

David Leinweber heads the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory Computational Research Division's
Center for Innovative Financial Technology, created to help build a bridge between the computational
science and financial markets communities.
Leinweber, author of "Nerds on Wall Street: Math, Machines and Wired Markets" (Wiley 2009) was Haas
Fellow in Finance at the University of California, Berkeley from 2008-2010. His professional interests
focus on modern information technologies in trading and investing. As the founder of two financial
technology companies, and a quantitative investment manager he is a pioneer in the transformation of
markets. At the RAND Corporation he directed research on real-time applications of artificial
intelligence that led to the founding of Integrated Analytics Corporation. IAC was acquired by the
Investment Technology Group, , its product became QuantEx, an electronic execution system used for
millions of institutional equity transactions daily.
Prior to coming to the Berkeley Lab Leinweber also served as Managing Director at First Quadrant,
where he was responsible for institutional quantitative global equity portfolios totaling $6 billion.
Scientific investing is driven by both quantitative and textual electronic information, and the Internet
dramatically transforms the financial information landscape.
This led to the founding of Codexa Corporation, a Net based information collection, aggregation and
filtering service for institutional investors and traders. The company's clients included many of the
world's largest brokerage and investment firms. As a visiting faculty member at Caltech, Leinweber
worked on practical applications of ideas at the juncture of technology and finance. He is an advisor to
investment firms, stock exchanges, brokerages, and technology firms in areas related to financial
markets, and a frequent speaker and author on these subjects, including a recent Google Tech Talk.
Leinweber graduated from MIT, in physics and computer science where he was one of the first 5000
people on the Internet. That was when it was called the ARPAnet and wasn't cool. He also has a Ph.D. in
Applied Mathematics from Harvard.
For more information, please visit: http://www.lbl.gov/cs/DavidL.html/

Lev Manovich
Professor
University of California, San Diego
How to read 1000000 Manga pages?
Visualizing patterns in art, games, comics, photography, cinema, animation,
and print media
The explosive growth of cultural content on the web including social media and the digitization work by
museums, libraries, and companies make possible a fundamentally new paradigm for the study of
culture and media. We can use computer-based techniques for data analysis and interactive
visualization already employed in sciences to analyze patterns and trends in massive cultural data sets.
We call this paradigm Cultural Analytics.
I will show examples of our visualizations of patterns in art, film, animation, video games, magazines,
literature and comics created in our lab (softwarestudies,com) situated at University of California, San

Diego (UCSD) and California Institute of Telecommunication and Information (Calit2). I will also discuss
our current work on the analysis and visualization of trends in 1 million Manga pages using
215 megapixel HIPerSpace display developed at Calit2 and the supercomputers at National Energy
Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC).
links:
www.flickr.com/photos/culturevis/
softarestudies.com
Lev Manovich is the author of Software Takes Command (released under CC license, 2008), Soft
Cinema: Navigating the Database (The MIT Press, 2005), and The Language of New Media (The MIT
Press, 2001) which is hailed as “the most suggestive and broad ranging media history since Marshall
McLuhan.” Manovich is a Professor in Visual Arts Department, University of California -San Diego, a
Director of the Software Studies Initiative at California Institute for Telecommunications and
Information Technology (CALIT2), and a Professor at European Graduate School. He is much in demand
to lecture around the world, having delivered 450 lectures, seminars and workshops during the last 10
years.

Michael W. Mahoney
Professor
Stanford University
Algorithmic and statistical perspectives on large-scale data analysis
Computer scientists and natural scientists have historically adopted quite
different views on data and thus on data analysis. In recent years, however, ideas from statistics and
scientific computing have begun to interact in increasingly sophisticated and fruitful ways with ideas
from computer science and the theory of algorithms to aid in the development of improved worst-case
algorithms that are also useful in practice for solving large-scale scientific and Internet data analysis
problems. After reviewing these two complementary perspectives on data, I will describe two recent
examples of improved algorithms that used ideas from both areas in novel ways. The first example has
to do with improved methods for structure identification from large-scale DNA SNP data, a problem
which can be viewed as trying to find good columns or features from a large data matrix. The second
example has to do with selecting good clusters or communities from a data graph, or demonstrating
that there are none, a problem that has wide application in the analysis of social and information
networks. Understanding how statistical ideas are useful for obtaining improved algorithms in these
two applications may serve as a model for exploiting complementary algorithmic and statistical
perspectives in order to solve applied large-scale scientific and Internet data analysis problems more
generally.
Presentation Materials
http://www.sdsc.edu/Events/gcdid2010/docs/gcdid_presentations/mahoney.pdf
Michael Mahoney is at Stanford University. His research interests focus on theoretical and applied
aspects of algorithms for large-scale data problems in scientific and Internet applications. Currently, he
is working on geometric network analysis; developing approximate computation and regularization
methods for large informatics graphs; and applications to community detection, clustering, and

information dynamics in large social and information networks. In the past, he has worked on
randomized matrix algorithms and applications in genetics and medical imaging. He
has been a faculty member at Yale University and a researcher at Yahoo, and his PhD was is
computational statistical mechanics at Yale University.

Parviz Moin
Stanford University
Franklin P. and Caroline M. Johnson Professor of Mechanical Engineering
The Role of High Fidelity Numerical Simulations in Engineering Research and
Design
Numerical simulation databases have been probed extensively to gain insight into
the physics of turbulent flows. Although the generation of flow fields can be challenging; once
generated, they can be used by many to test their models and hypotheses. Early landmark numerical
predictions represented a paradigm shift for researchers investigating the mechanics of the turbulent
flows. The simulations generated large databases that were archived and used by scientists around the
world to test theories, evaluate modeling ideas, validate computational codes, and calibrate measuring
instruments. Examples of the successful use of databases at the Center for Turbulence Research will be
presented. The storage and mining of unsteady turbulent flow fields remains as a grand challenge.
Today, large simulations generate archives on the order of a Terabyte at each instant of time. Unsteady
data used for space-time analysis of the flow-field would require storage capacity on the order of
Petabytes and corresponding software tools for rapid post-processing and retrieval.
The predictive capability of mainstream computational fluid dynamics tools in the engineering design
cycle seems to have reached a plateau due to the inherent limitations of the Reynolds Averaged Navier
Stokes (RANS) equations used in practice. The RANS approach suffers from the fundamental (epistemic)
uncertainties in the functional forms of the turbulence closure models which cannot be made more
accurate by mere calibration using experimental or DNS data. Another important limitation of the RANS
approach is the absence of a path to higher accuracy with increasing computer power. Similar
limitations are present in other fields such as climate modeling. With the advent of Exascale computing
capabilities, high fidelity numerical simulation tools are expected to provide the needed predictive tool
for engineering design. Of course, such simulations also come with the corresponding challenges of
handling the enormous field databases they generate.
Presentation Materials
http://www.sdsc.edu/Events/gcdid2010/docs/gcdid_presentations/moin/moin.pptx
http://www.sdsc.edu/Events/gcdid2010/docs/gcdid_presentations/moin/moin.zip
Parviz Moin is the Franklin P. and Caroline M. Johnson Professor of Mechanical Engineering at Stanford
University. He received his Bachelors degree in Mechanical Engineering from the University of
Minnesota in 1974 and his Masters and Ph.D. degrees in Mathematics and Mechanical Engineering from
Stanford in 1978. He held the posts of National Research Council Fellow, Staff Scientist and Senior Staff
Scientist at NASA Ames Research Center. He joined the Stanford faculty in September 1986. He founded
the Center for Turbulence Research and Stanford’s Institute for Computational and Mathematical
Engineering. Currently he is Director of the Center for Turbulence Research and the Department of
Energy’s Predictive Science Academic Alliance Program at Stanford. He is actively involved in the
editorial boards of the Annual Review of Fluid Mechanics, the Journal of Computational Physics, the

Physics of Fluids, SIAM Journal of Multi-Scale Modeling and Simulation, and the Journal of Flow
Turbulence and Combustion.
Prof. Moin pioneered the use of direct and large eddy simulation techniques for the study of turbulence
physics, control and modelling concepts and has written widely on the structure of turbulent shear
flows. His current interests include: aerodynamic noise and hydro-acoustics, flow control and
optimization, large eddy simulation, turbulent combustion, aero-optics, parallel computing and
numerical methods.
He has been awarded NASA's Exceptional Scientific Achievement Medal, NASA Outstanding Leadership
Medal, the Lawrence Sperry Award of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, the
Humboldt Prize of the Federal Republic of Germany, and the Fluid Dynamics Prize of the American
Physical Society. Prof. Moin is a Fellow of the American Physical Society and the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics. He is a Member of the National Academy of Engineering and the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
Dovi Poznanski
Postdoctoral Fellow, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
PTF & The Era of Synoptic Surveys
Astrophysics is transforming from a data-starved to a data-swamped discipline,
fundamentally changing the nature of scientific inquiry and discovery. New
technologies are enabling the detection, transmission, storage, and analysis of data of
hitherto unimaginable quantity and quality across the electromagnetic, gravity and particle spectra. The
observational data obtained in the next decade alone will supersede everything accumulated over the
preceding four thousand years of astronomy. Within the next year there will be no fewer than 4 largescale photometric and spectroscopic surveys underway, each generating and/or utilizing tens of
terabytes of data per year. Some will focus on the static universe while others will greatly expand our
knowledge of transient phenomena. Maximizing the science from these programs requires integrating
the processing pipeline with high-performance computing resources coupled to large astrophysics
databases with near real-time turnaround. Here I will present an overview of the first of these programs,
the Palomar Transient Factory (PTF), the processing and discovery pipeline we have developed at LBNL
and NERSC, the classification pipeline we develop at UC Berkeley, and several of the great discoveries
made during the first year of observations with PTF. In particular I will highlight how these efforts have
enabled a much more robust nearby supernova program, allowing us to carry out next generation
cosmology programs with both Type Ia and II-P supernovae while at the same time discovering events
which previously exploded only in the minds of theorists. I will also discuss the synergy between these
programs and future spectroscopic surveys like BigBOSS - particularly their power to be a source for
target selection. Finally I will comment on how the lessons learned from PTF will be essential for the
preparation of future large synoptic sky surveys like LSST and SASIR.
Presentation Materials
http://www.sdsc.edu/Events/gcdid2010/docs/gcdid_presentations/poznanski.ppt
Dovi Poznanski is currently a Postdoctoral fellow at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in the
Computational Research Division, having recently been awarded an Einstein Fellowship from NASA. He is
a member of various supernova and transient groups such as the Palomar Transient Factory and the Lick
Observatory Supernova Search. Poznanski completed his Physics bachelor's degree Magna Cum Laude

at the Tel Aviv University in 2002, followed by a PhD in Physics and Astronomy awarded in 2007 on the
subject of "Deep and Wide Supernova Surveys." He was a postdoctoral fellow at the Astronomy
Department of UC Berkeley between 2007 and 2010, working with the groups of Profs. A. Filippenko, J.
Bloom, and Dr. P. Nugent. He is still an active member of all three groups.
Poznanski's main research interests focus on the observation and study of supernovae of the different
kinds, thermonuclear or core-collapse, nearby or far away, known or predicted. He works as well
on their use as cosmological probes, and on harnessing of modern computational capabilities to extract
knowledge in the nascent field of synoptic surveys.

Larry Smarr
Harry E. Gruber Professor, Department of Computer Science and Engineering, UCSD
Director, California Institute for Telecommunications and Information Technology
Data-Driven Science in the Globally Networked World
Today we are living in a data-dominated world where distributed scientific instruments,
as well as supercomputers, generate terabytes to petabytes of data. It was in response
to this challenge that the NSF funded the OptIPuter project to research how user-controlled 10Gbps
dedicated lightpaths (or “lambdas”) could provide direct access to global data repositories, scientific
instruments, and computational resources from “OptIPortals,” PC clusters which provide scalable
visualization, computing, and storage in the user's campus laboratory. The use of dedicated lightpaths
over fiber optic cables enables individual researchers to experience “clear channel” 10,000
megabits/sec, 100-1000 times faster than over today’s shared Internet—a critical capability for dataintensive science. The seven-year OptIPuter computer science research project is now over, but it
stimulated a national and global build-out of dedicated fiber optic networks. U.S. universities now have
access to high bandwidth lambdas through the National LambdaRail, Internet2's WaveCo, and the
Global Lambda Integrated Facility. A few pioneering campuses are now building on-campus lightpaths to
connect the data-intensive researchers, data generators, and vast storage systems to each other on
campus, as well as to the national network campus gateways. I will give examples of the application use
of this emerging high performance cyberinfrastructure in genomics, ocean observatories, radio
astronomy, and cosmology.
Presentation Materials
http://www.sdsc.edu/Events/gcdid2010/docs/gcdid_presentations/smarr.ppt
Larry Smarr is the founding Director of the California Institute for Telecommunications and Information
Technology (Calit2), a UC San Diego/UC Irvine partnership, and holds the Harry E. Gruber professorship
in the Department of Computer Science and Engineering (CSE) of UCSD’s Jacobs School of Engineering.
At Calit2, Smarr has continued to drive major developments in information infrastructure-- including the
Internet, Web, scientific visualization, virtual reality, and global telepresence--begun during his previous
15 years as founding Director of the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA). His views
have been quoted in Science, Nature, the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Time, Newsweek, Wired,
Fortune, Business Week, and the Sydney Morning Herald. Smarr is currently principal investigator of the
Moore Foundation’s CAMERA project and co-principal investigator on NSF’s GreenLight project. He is a
member of the National Academy of Engineering as well as a Fellow of the American Physical Society
and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. In 2006 he received the IEEE Computer Society

Tsutomu Kanai Award for his lifetime achievements in distributed computing systems. You can follow
Larry at http://twitter.com/lsmarr and on his life-streaming portal at http://lsmarr.calit2.net.

Allan Snavely
Associate Director, Emerging Technologies, SDSC
Adjunct Associate Professor, Computer Science & Engineering, UCSD Jacobs
School of Engineering
Accelerating Data Intensive Applications with Dash and Gordon
HPC applications are becoming more and more data-intensive as a function of ever-growing
simulation sizes and burgeon- ing data-acquisition. Unfortunately, the storage hierarchy of the
existing HPC architecture has a 5-order-of-magnitude latency gap between main memory and
spinning disks and cannot respond to the new data challenge well. Flash-based SSDs (Solid State
Disks) are promising to fill the gap with their 2-order-of-magnitude lower latency.
Allan Snavely leads the Performance Modeling and Characterization (PMaC) lab at the San Diego
Supercomputer Center (SDSC). He is also an Adjunct Professor in the Department of Computer
Science and Engineering at the University of California, San Diego. His research, and practical
applications of it, is supported by several federal agencies including the Department of Defense, the
National Science Foundation, and the Department of Energy. He and his lab work closely with these
agencies to understand and influence the capabilities of supercomputers to support the national
strategic interest.

Rick Stevens
Associate Laboratory Director
Argonne National Laboratory, University of Chicago
Data Intensive Computing in Genomics Driven Biology
In this talk I will discuss the current state and future trends in data-intensive genomics
driven biological research. Sequencing centers will soon be producing data volumes
comparable to those in high energy physics and astronomy (multiple petabytes per year), thus requiring
new scalable approaches to analysis. I'll discuss three such areas. The first is the development and
implementation of the RAST (Rapid Annotation via Subsytem Technology) system for automated
genome annotation that has been used by thousands of researchers to annotate and analyze over ten
thousand genomes, more than any other system. I'll also address how this system can scale in the future
to handle hundreds of thousands of genomes. The second is the ModelSEED, which is the first system to
support automated high-throughput construction of metabolic models directly from genomes. The
modelSEED is a key capability in our long-term goal to predict phenotypes from genotypes. Our group is
currently building computational models for all "complete" bacterial and archaea genomes (over one
thousand models). The third is the analysis and assembly of environmental metagenomes. Next
generation sequencing technology will make it possible to generate over a billion DNA reads per
environmental sample. From these reads we can reconstruct many aspects of the community, including
the distribution of organisms, the metabolic potential of the community, and the complete genomes of

the most abundant taxa.
Presentation Materials
http://www.sdsc.edu/Events/gcdid2010/docs/gcdid_presentations/stevens.pptx
Rick Stevens is Associate Laboratory Director responsible for Computing, Environment, and Life Sciences
research at Argonne National Laboratory and is professor of computer science at the University of
Chicago. He also holds senior fellow appointments in the University’s Computation Institute (CI) and the
Institute for Genomics and Systems Biology, where he teaches and supervises graduate students in the
areas of computational biology, collaboration and visualization technology, and computer architecture.
He co-founded and co-directed the CI, which provides an intellectual home for large-scale
interdisciplinary projects involving computation. At Argonne in addition to directing the Mathematics
and Computer Science division for more than a decade he developed Argonne’s research program in
computational biology and created the Argonne Leadership Computing Facility. Recently Rick has been
co-leading the DOE laboratory planning effort for exascale computing research aiming to develop
computer systems one thousand times faster than current supercomputers and apply these systems to
fundamental problems in science including genomic analysis, whole cell modeling, climate models and
problems in fundamental physics and energy technology development. He has authored and coauthored more than 120 papers and he is a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science. His research groups have won many national awards over the years, including an R&D 100
award for the Access Grid. He sits on many government, university, and industry advisory boards.

Alexander S. Szalay
Alumni Centennial Professor of Astronomy
Professor in the Department of Computer Science
The Johns Hopkins University
Amdahl's Laws and Extreme Data Intensive Computing
Scientific computing is increasingly revolving around massive amounts of data. From physical
sciences to numerical simulations to high throughput genomics and homeland security, we are soon
dealing with Petabytes if not Exabytes of data. This new, data-centric computing requires a new look
at computing architectures and strategies. We will revisit Amdahl's Law establishing the relation
between CPU and I/O in a balanced computer system, and use this to analyze current computing
architectures and workloads. We will discuss how existing hardware can be used to build systems
that are much closer to an ideal Amdahl machine. Scaling existing architectures to the yearly
doubling of data will soon require excessive amounts of electrical power. We will explore how lowpower processors combined with GPGPUs might provide an ideal, low-power platform with both
excellent IO and computational performance. We have deployed various scientific test cases, mostly
drawn from astronomy, over different architectures and compare performance and scaling laws. We
discuss a hypothetical cheap, yet high performance multi-petabyte system currently under
consideration at JHU. We will also explore strategies of interacting with very large amounts of data,
and compare various large scale data analysis platforms.
Presentation Materials
http://www.sdsc.edu/Events/gcdid2010/docs/gcdid_presentations/szalay.pptx

Alexander Szalay is the Alumni Centennial Professor of Astronomy at the Johns Hopkins University.
He is also Professor in the Department of Computer Science. He is a cosmologist, working on the
statistical measures of the spatial distribution of galaxies and galaxy formation. He was born and
educated in Hungary. He has written over 450 papers in various scientific journals, covering areas
from theoretical cosmology to observational astronomy, spatial statistics and computer science. He
is a Corresponding Member of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, a Fellow of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences. In 2004 he received an Alexander Von Humboldt Award in Physical
Sciences, in 2008 a Microsoft Award for Technical Computing. In 2008 he became Doctor Honoris
Clausa of the Eötvös University, Budapest.

David C. Van Essen
Edision Professor of Neurobiology and Head, Department of Anatomy & Neurobiology
Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis
The Human Connectome Project: Informatics Challenges and Opportunities
The Human Connectome Project (HCP) offers an exciting opportunity to characterize
brain circuitry and its variability in healthy adults. A consortium of investigators at
Washington University, University of Minnesota, University of Oxford, and 6 other
institutions recently began a 5-year project to characterize the human connectome in a large cohort of
twins and their non-twin siblings. Data will be acquired using multiple imaging modalities, including
diffusion MRI (dMRI), resting-state fMRI (R-fMRI), task-evoked fMRI (T-fMRI) and MEG/EEG. Structural
and functional connectivity will be mapped at high resolution in each individual using dMRI and R-fMRI,
respectively, acquired at both 3T and 7T. Advanced analysis methods, including novel approaches to
brain parcellation using all 3 MR modalities, will enable mapping of functionally distinct parcels in
individual subjects and in the overall population. Comparisons across subjects will reveal aspects of
brain circuitry which are related to particular behavioral capacities and which are heritable or related to
specific genetic variants.
The informatics challenges associated with the HCP are daunting. The data storage needs are expected
to exceed 1 petabyte. Even more challenging are the diversity of data types and the need to provide
fast and flexible data mining at many different levels of granularity. In response to these needs we are
implementing a robust database architecture (ConnectomeDB, based on the XNAT platform), a userfriendly visualization and search platform (Connectome Workbench, based on Caret software), and
direct access to a supercomputer for online analyses. This informatics platform will enable investigators
around the world to carry out many types of data mining on these freely accessible, information-rich
datasets.
Altogether, the HCP will provide invaluable information about the healthy human brain and its
variability. It will set the stage for future studies of circuit abnormalities associated with a variety of
brain disorders and diseases.
David Van Essen received his undergraduate degree in Chemistry in 1967 from Caltech and his graduate
degree in neurobiology in 1971 from Harvard. He was a postdoctoral fellow at Harvard under Drs. David
Hubel and Torsten Wiesel and did additional postdoctoral work in Norway and England before returning
to Caltech in 1976. He was a faculty member in the Division of Biology at Caltech until 1992, during
which time he served as Executive Officer for Neurobiology (1982-1989) and Option Representative for

the Computation and Neural Systems program (1986-1991). In 1992 he became Edison Professor of
Neurobiology and Head of the Department of Anatomy and Neurobiology at Washington University
School of Medicine. He served as editor-in-chief of the Journal of Neuroscience from 1994-1998, widely
considered the premier journal in its field. In 1994 he was named a fellow of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science. In 1996 he served as founding chair of the International Organization
for Human Brain Mapping. He has served the Society for Neuroscience as Councilor (1992-2002),
Secretary (2002-2004), and President (2006-2007). He also served as president of the Association of
Medical School Neuroscience Department Chairs from 2006-2008.
Dr. Van Essen is internationally known for his research on how the brain organizes and processes visual
information. He has made extensive contributions to the understanding of how the brain perceives
shape, motion and color and how attention affects neural activity. His work has helped to demonstrate
that the brain contains dozens of different areas involved in vision and that these areas are
interconnected by hundreds of distinct neural pathways. He and his colleagues have developed
powerful new techniques in computerized brain mapping to analyze these visual areas in humans as well
as nonhuman primates. This work includes the continued development of an integrated suite of
software tools for surface-based analyses of cerebral cortex. These methods are applied to the analysis
of cortical structure and function in humans, monkeys and rodents. A broad objective is to develop
probabilistic surface-based atlases that accurately convey commonalities as well as differences between
individuals.

CONTRIBUTED TALKS
TUESDAY, October 26, 2:30 – 2:50
Eric Arobone, UC San Diego
On the Extraction of Scientific Insight from Numerical Simulations of Stratified and Rotating
Turbulence
Accurate ocean modeling is a significant challenge facing the earth sciences. The ocean plays a pivotal
role in our climate due to the strong coupling between the atmosphere and ocean. Accurate
parametrization of small-scale ocean mixing is required to predict the behavior of large scale currents.
Our research focuses on understanding small-scale processes in environmental flows so that ocean
mixing can be more accurately predicted based on large-scale behavior. The regime of interest is
influenced by both the effects of density variation (stratification) and the earth's rotation.
Numerical simulation is necessary to investigate this problem due to the high cost of equivalent
experiments and lack of theoretical understanding in stratified and rotating turbulence. Direct
Numerical Simulations (DNS) are performed using the incompressible Boussinesq Navier-Stokes
equations in an f-plane, which are appropriate and very accurate for these types of flows. Unfortunately,
a very large range of length scales must be resolved using this approach. Highly parallelizable algorithms
are necessary to achieve state-of-the-art simulations on computational clusters due to the fact that
several DNS studies have been performed using over 10^10 computational points requiring memory in
the terabyte range.
A computational database is being developed to aid in scientific insight from the very large datasets
produced by the simulator. Feature eduction criteria are used to isolate coherent vortical structures
from the flow field such that flow statistics can be computed conditionally. lambda_2 is used to identify
coherent vortices by determining regions of the flow field that contain rotation in a plane. This allows
for greater insight into how coherent structures influence statistics such as transport and dissipation of
kinetic and potential energies. In stratified cases without rotation, quasi-vertical coherent vortices
emerged which distort and shear apart leading to an energy transfer from larger to smaller scales. This
process is fundamentally different from the classical picture of energy cascade typically associated with
turbulent flows.
The effects of stratification and rotation on coherent structure and turbulence evolution will be
quantified and presented. Additionally, opportunities for advances in discovery through potential
improvements in the database and simulator will be discussed.
Presentation Materials
http://www.sdsc.edu/Events/gcdid2010/docs/gcdid_presentations/arobone.pdf
TUESDAY, October 26, 2:50 – 3:10
Ankur Somani, LMSAL Lockheed Martin Solar and Astrophysics Laboratory
Data Processing and Display Challenges for Solar Dynamics Observatory Using the Heliophysics Event
Knowledgebase

The Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) produces approximately 1.5 terabytes of compressed data per
day, expanding to approximately 4 terabytes of data which needs to be processed. This includes 4kx4k
(16 megapixel resolution) full disk images of the Sun taken in a variety of wavelengths. In order to be
able to process this large amount of data, the Heliophysics Event Knowledgebase (HEK) was developed
to catalog, annotate, process, and display all this data. The HEK, consisting of the Heliophysics Coverage
Registry (HCR) and the Heliophysics Events Registry (HER), stores both as-run events as well as
annotated events. Annotated events can be contributed from a human source or automated algorithms,
such as from the Event Detection System (EDS) which continuously runs feature finding modules on SDO
data. It's a distributed system that allows it to keep up with SDO's data rate. Since the actual data set is
far too large to share with everyone, the HEK can be viewed as an index into the larger data set. The HEK
metadata allows a user to tunnel down and extract the data they are interested in without having to
wade through literally terabytes of data.
Panorama is the software tool used for rapid visualization of large volumes of solar image data in
multiple channels/wavelengths. With the Event Viewer And Control Software (EVACS) front-end GUI
tool, Panorama allows the user to, in real-time, change channel pixel scaling, weights, alignment,
blending and colorization of data. The user can also easily create WYSIWYG movies and launch the
Annotator tool to report events and features the user observes into the HER. Panorama is also being
used to drive clustered HiperSpace walls using the CGLX toolkit.
EVACS provides a JOGL powered GUI that the user can search both the HER and HCR with. EVACS
displays the searched for events on a full disk magnetogram of the sun while displaying more detailed
information for events. EVACS can also be used to launch Panorama with a selected set of FITS or PRGB
files, as well as control many aspects of Panorama.
Presentation Materials
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WEDNESDAY, October 27, 10:00 – 10:20
Thomas Levy, UCSD/CISA3-Calit2
Data Intensive Field Archaeology - Coping with a data avalanche
Thomas E. Levy, Aaron Gidding, Kyle Knabb, Ian Jones, Jurgen Schultz, Thomas DeFanti, Tom Wypych,
Vid Petrovic, Falko Kuester
The rapid development of portable data collection tools for field sciences such as archaeology, ecology,
and geology have created a ‘data avalanche’ turning these disciplines into data intensive research
endeavors. For field archaeology, it is becoming common practice to use LiDAR, suites of satellite
remote sensing data, high resolution digital photography, digital survey tools (GPS, Total Stations) that
all contribute to the exponential growth in data. We report here on development of a cyberarchaeology field recording system that couples a wide range of spatially referenced data into a portable
NexCAVE to facilitate visual analytics. A field test of the new system was carried out in the fall of 2009
at Khirbat en-Nahas (KEN), an Iron Age (ca. 1200 – 900 BCE) copper production center in Jordan. More
than just a recording system, the GIS foundation of the on-site digital archaeology system allows
researchers to access multiple datasets collected with different digital tools to help answer a range of
anthropological and historical questions that are best understood using 3D analytics.
Presentation Materials
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WEDNESDAY, October 27, 2:30 – 2:50
John Feo, Pacific Northwest National Lab
Software and Hardware Requirements for Next Generation Data Analytics
Many fundamental science, national security, and business applications need to process large volumes
of irregular, unstructured data. Data collection and analysis is rapidly changing the way the scientific,
national security, and economic communities operate. American economic competitiveness will depend
increasingly on the timely analysis of many Petabytes of data collected in diverse computing clouds
charting the social and economic behavior of consumers.
The Center for Adaptive Supercomputer Software at PNNL, funded by the Department of Defense,
conducts basic research in data analytics, large-scale graph problems, and multithreaded architectures.
In this talk I will survey the Center's research paying particular attention to work in understanding the
software and hardware requirements of next-generation data intensive applications.
Presentation Materials
http://www.sdsc.edu/Events/gcdid2010/docs/gcdid_presentations/feo.pptx
Wednesday, October 27, 2:50 – 3:10
Nicholas Wright, NERSC/LBNL
Tuning I/O Performance for Data Intensive Computing
I/O is rapidly becoming a bottleneck to the research agendas of many users of extreme scale parallel
computers and is of special importance to data intensive computing.
The principle cause of this bottleneck is the concurrency explosion of high-end computation, coupled
with the complexity of providing parallel filesystems that perform reliably at such scales. More than just
being a bottleneck, parallel I/O performance at scale is notoriously variable, being influenced by
numerous factors inside and outside the application, thus making it extremely difficult to isolate cause
and effect for performance events. In this paper, we propose a statistical approach to understanding I/O
performance that moves from the analysis of a large number of individual performance events to the
exploration of performance ensembles. Using this methodology, we examine two data-intensive
scientific computations from cosmology and climate science, and demonstrate that our approach can
identify application and middleware performance deficiencies --- resulting in more than 4x runtime
improvement for both examined applications.
Presentation Materials
http://www.sdsc.edu/Events/gcdid2010/docs/gcdid_presentations/wright.pdf
Thursday, October 28, 2:30 – 2:50
Nick Nystrom, Pittsburgh Supercomputing
Coherent Shared Memory for Data-Intensive Analysis and Simulation
The Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center recently installed the world’s largest coherent shared-memory
system. Two tightly coupled 16TB hardware-supported coherent shared memory partitions, each of
which maximizes the processors’ physical address space, together with a high-performance custom
interconnect, provide unprecedented capability for data-intensive analysis tasks, rapid implementation

of graph-theoretic and other irregular algorithms, high-productivity programming, and large-data ISV
applications. In this talk, we describe the system architecture, provide examples of the workloads for
which it is ideally suited, and survey preliminary user and application experiences.
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